Bearing and raising children has been considered central to family life for as long as humans have been humans [1]. While adoption had been primarily a mechanism to secure a home for a child, it also offered a way for adults to establish a family. For couples unable to bear their own children, the stigma of barrenness could sometimes be relieved by adoption. Until relatively recently, this was accomplished by bringing orphans into the homes of relatives [2]. Indeed, the practice of adoption has ancient roots—among the 282 laws in the Code of the Hammurabi, one of the oldest legal documents in the world, are provisions regarding adoptions [3]. Though the modern conception of adoption, in which the best interests of the child are considered paramount, was much slower to develop (the first modern adoption laws weren’t passed until 1851, in Massachusetts) [4], for about as long as people have been able to write, we’ve considered adoption something worth doing and writing about [2, 5].

In 1978, however, with the birth of the first test tube baby [6], another option for the childless emerged—with the help of in vitro fertilization (IVF), infertile couples could have a child genetically related to them—and the field of assisted reproductive technology (ART) was thus created [7]. During the last 35 years more than 5 million babies have been born through ART [7].

As with most technologically sophisticated medical interventions, ART isn’t cheap. While there are many examples of treatments that are more costly—depending on the novelty of the chemotherapy drug, a cancer patient can rack up bills in the hundreds of thousands—the average cost per cycle for IVF, around $12,500 [8], is far from insignificant. The total costs for actually achieving a live birth are even higher—estimates range from around $66,000 to $114,000—because the implantation success rate per cycle can range from 4 to 36 percent depending on the woman’s age and other factors [9-11]. Currently, only about a third of states have mandated insurance coverage of infertility treatment, but the vast majority of health insurance plans in other states do not offer coverage; hence, most people pay out of pocket [12]. Furthermore, Medicaid does not pay for ART anywhere in the US [13].

Arguments in Favor of Mandated Insurance Coverage for ART
There are many reasons why mandated insurance coverage is appealing and why it would be desirable for this technology to be available to all those who want it. Infertility affects approximately 10 percent of couples at any given time worldwide, and the high cost of ART is a major barrier to its use [8]. National survey data
indicate that insurance coverage and finances are the main factors in whether or not a woman seeks medical help to become pregnant [14, 15]. There is an 11 percent chance that low-income women will pursue ART, while high-income women are almost twice as likely to do so [15]. It is therefore not surprising that those who have access to ART are wealthier and have had more education than the average person [14, 16].

Though unsurprising, this fact is morally problematic. If genetic reproduction is broadly believed to be of truly fundamental importance, then access to IVF in a just society would depend on need, not on morally irrelevant characteristics like wealth or education status [17, 18]. The service would be available to everyone who could medically benefit from it, rather than only to those who could pay for it. The idea behind the insurance mandate is thus a logical one—lower costs for ART services so that use of the technology would be based less on financial status. Use of ART is higher in states where insurance coverage for it is mandatory, suggesting that mandates are having the desired effect [15, 19].

A number of scholars have also argued that mandating insurance coverage reduces the risks associated with ART and, in the long run, cuts costs that arise from the incentive infertility clinics have to increase the live-birth rate by implanting large numbers of embryos per IVF cycle [8, 15, 20]. Successful implantation of multiple embryos means the woman requires more monitoring during pregnancy and is more likely to have a preterm delivery, while the infants are at increased risk for complications ranging from cerebral palsy to neurological problems [21]. It is estimated that these complications may cost up to $26.2 billion per year [17, 20]. In 2006, the American Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) enacted guidelines encouraging single-embryo transfer for those with a favorable prognosis and transferring no more than two embryos in women younger than 35 years old and no more than three in those 35-37 years old, yet the rates of multiple births continue to climb [21, 22]. The number of triplets or higher-order multiples has risen more than 400 percent since 1980, mostly because of increasing use of fertility treatments [22]. Since insurance mandates lower out-of-pocket expenses, they diminish this incentive to “make the most” of each cycle, and in states with insurance mandates fewer embryos are transferred each cycle [20]. Without cost significantly influencing their decisions, couples can focus on what is healthiest rather than what is most affordable, and doctors face less pressure from their patients to stray from ASRM guidelines, with a resulting decrease in multiple births [15, 21, 23].

Some bioethicists have convincingly argued that infertility is a medical condition that deserves remedy. For example, Josephine Johnston and Michael Gusmano of the Hastings Center argue that, while infertility may not kill a patient, neither do countless other medical conditions that nevertheless receive insurance coverage [21]. They further argue that fertility treatments are not “lifestyle medicine” akin to elective cosmetic surgery, as they are sometimes characterized, but rather a medical treatment because they relieve the suffering imposed by infertility [21]. But the suffering experienced by the infertile must be greater and qualitatively different from...
that imposed by simply not being in the pregnant state and giving birth; there must be some features about raising a genetically related child that distinguish it in an elemental way from other means of creating a family.

Infertility certainly does impact quality of life—one study found that 50 percent of women and 15 percent of men rated infertility as “the most upsetting events of their lives” [21]; another found that infertile women had psychological symptom scores similar to those of people suffering from diseases like cancer [24]; and yet another found that infertile men experienced anxiety and depression [25]. In 2008, the World Health Organization joined the ASRM in classifying infertility as a disease [11]. And, in Bragdon v. Abbot, the US Supreme Court ruled that the inability to reproduce was a disability and thus afforded the protections of the Americans with Disabilities Act [11, 26].

**Would Mandated Insurance Coverage Achieve These Goals?**

Though the arguments that infertility is a disease have merit, for a variety of troubling reasons we believe they have failed to prove that insurance coverage should be mandated to address this issue. Analysis of access to and utilization of ART in states with insurance mandates reveals major social and ethnic disparities, and, while mandating coverage in select states did make ART more broadly available to those with health insurance, it did not make the distribution of ART more equitable. For instance, in Massachusetts, one state that enacted an insurance mandate, the majority of people accessing services are still Caucasian, highly educated, and relatively well-off [17, 27]. Even with insurance mandates, then, ART services remain effectively unavailable to the poor and uninsured, a population that has the same or greater incidence and prevalence of infertility than their more financially advantaged peers [28].

In addition, health insurance is expensive, and with the cost of medical care steadily rising, it is important to consider carefully where funds should go and whether coverage of ART should be given priority over other needed treatments. The newly enacted Affordable Care Act (ACA) makes no explicit recommendations about whether or not infertility treatments should be covered, and states that already mandate coverage for ART services may choose to include them as an essential health benefit [29]. While some believe that coverage for ART undermines the idea of affordable basic care at the heart of the ACA, others argue that including infertility as an essential health benefit will be cost effective [29].

But arguments about cost effectiveness remain unconvincing, given the complexities of both the technology and the outcomes being measured (pregnancy as distinct from live birth and a baby who makes it home from the hospital) [17]. The decrease in multiple births in states with mandated coverage for ART may reduce long-term costs, but it has been suggested that the reduction might be due to the fact that people with poorer prognoses undergo treatment in those states, lowering the number of babies born whether or not rates of embryo transfer are affected [20, 30]. Moreover, stricter regulation of ART protocols and more stringent enforcement of ASRM
guidelines could prove just as effective at limiting the number of embryos implanted as mandating insurance coverage.

Is ART Legitimately Preferable to Adoption?
To make a convincing case for government-mandated coverage, one would have to argue that medicine (through ART) offers a means to parenthood that is superior to the nonmedical means (through adoption).

Clearly, some infertile couples feel that ART is preferable—if they didn’t, there wouldn’t be such demand for the service—and it is worth exploring why. Yet three of the reasons given by the infertile couples surveyed by van Balen and colleagues about their preference for ART over adoption—not wanting children with behavioral problems, reluctance to fill out the paperwork adoption requires, and the fear that they will be unable to adopt successfully [31]—are misguided. Genetically related children may have behavioral problems too, and, while adoption may require paperwork, medical treatment of infertility involves a great investment of time and emotional energy, which can be just as taxing as filling out forms, if not more so. Moreover, adoption boasts a “success” rate much higher than the approximately 4 to 40 percent chance (depending on age) that a cycle of IVF will result in a live birth [10]. Rather than making ART superior, the low success rate and substantial fiscal, emotional, and physical investment required make ART in many ways inferior to adoption.

Among the other reasons for preferring ART offered by couples in van Balen’s and colleagues’ survey were the desire for genetically related children and concerns about cultural differences [31]. We do not consider these to be convincing ethical claims for the superiority of ART. If the goal is allowing infertile couples to become parents, and that is the standard on which we judge both services, then the fact that some people value genetic and cultural relatedness does not conclusively make ART a better means for becoming parents or obligate society to make it possible for them to have genetically related children by mandating insurance coverage for ART.

Moreover, if we choose to consider which option is better for society as a whole (rather than for a given infertile couple) we could reasonably argue that adoption is the better choice. There are large numbers of children without homes, children whose adoption would, in most cases, improve their lives [11]. In addition to being more accessible and affordable than ART, adoption brings with it the social good of giving a child who is without parents a chance to grow up in a loving home and reduces governmental expenditures for that child’s support [8].

The State’s Role
It is unfortunate that some couples are able to carry and give birth to genetically related children while others are unable to do so and must live with the accompanying heartbreak. It is also unfair that some couples can afford to pay to have genetically related children while others cannot. Norman Daniels has argued that the state should allow people to pursue “the array of life plans reasonable
persons are likely to develop for themselves” [32], which includes having biological children. But though the world in which we live is devastatingly imperfect and many suffer from bad luck in the “natural lottery” [32], it is hard to find moral justification for a state responsibility to promote access to having biologically related children in particular. While Article 16 of the UN Declaration of Human Rights states that “men and women of full age, without any limitation due to race, nationality, or religion, have the right to marry and have a family” [33], it does not obligate the state to help people achieve these goals beyond merely refraining from preventing them. Nor does the Declaration of Human Rights mention a right to genetically related children with cultural backgrounds similar to those of their parents. In our view, a reasonably just state should offer coverage for medical treatments for which alternatives do not exist, and ART does not meet that criterion—adoption remains an extremely good alternative.

Conclusion
Ultimately, the loss and hardship of infertility are undeniable, and the desire to help people suffering from that loss is a worthwhile one. Parenthood is, and should be, available to all, but a certain route to parenthood is not. Mandated insurance coverage for ART shouldn’t be either.
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